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1. The functional model.

"At the end of the passageway, a small room is lit by a single candle standing on a wooden table. The candlelight reveals a murky room, but one used as a place of residence, judging by the furniture scattered about. Seated at the table is a spindly creature whose attention is focussed on a Glass Orb standing on a plinth. The creature is mumbling something at the Orb. Shapes and colours are swirling across its surface, but you cannot make out anything clearly...."


An adventure game constitutes a world of its own, inhabited by weird creatures following strange laws. It may often be found inside a computer, where it may be entered by people striving to be "Grand Master of Adventure". An adventure computer contains many facts about the adventure world in such a way that they may easily be retrieved. In fact, it contains a data base system that has been filled with many items, like spindly sorceresses, Glass Orbs and strange rooms. It also contains relations among these items, like: a sorceress may use a Glass Orb to see you approach, so it won't be any use for you to try and sneak up to her.

In general we may say: a data base represents a model of some world composed of a collection of item representations (data base objects), that may have a value of some type, like names or numbers, and a collection of representations of relations among these objects. The collection of objects of the data base may be subdivided into a number of classes. In our adventure world we have actors (you, the sorceress), (material) objects (the Glass Orb, a magic sword), locations (the small room, a forest) and activities (move to some place, ask a question, pick up an object). Between these classes we have the relations: The Glass Orb (an object) is inside the small room (a location); the sorceress (an actor) consults (an activity) the Glass Orb. A relation links in a specific way two or more items, each from a specific class. Objects are linked to locations by the relation "is located at". Actors, activities and objects are linked by the relation "action performed by actor using object".

Many data base systems contain a large number of facts about their object system. In order to make these facts accessible the collection of facts is structured according to some data model. There are several different data modeling techniques, such as the relational model (Codd, ) and the entity-relationship model (Chen, ). We prefer the functional model, because of its combination of simplicity and flexibility.

The entities that play a role in a functional model are categories and functions. A class like "object", which contains such things as "Glass Orb", "Magic Sword", "Emerald Bracelet", will be called a category, if it contains each of these things only once (e.g. no two emerald bracelets in the object category). and all of its items may have the same pattern of relationships to items from other categories (or the same category). So a
specific object is not necessarily involved in a specific relation, but if it is, it should be an item from the same categories as the other objects involved. In our world there may of course be two emerald bracelets, but these may be represented by an indication of their kind ("emerald bracelet") and two instantiations of this kind (the actual bracelets, e.g. indicated by the numbers 1 and 2), with items and instances linked by a relation.

A function links two categories, respectively called the domain and the range category of the function. For each element from the domain category the function contains at most one pair \( \langle a, b \rangle \) linking element \( a \) from the domain category to element \( b \) from the range category. Functions realise binary n-to-one relationships. But also ternary, or more generally, n-ary relationships and m-to-n relationships may be represented using functions. For that purpose we need so-called ghost categories, categories of items that don't have any value. The ternary relation "action performed by person using object", for example, may be realised using functions by introducing a category "action" that contains an item for every single action, and three functions linking this ghost category to "actor", "activity" and "object", respectively.

One kind of action is the "move" action: we may move from one location to another. The place where we arrive will be dependent upon the direction in which we left our previous location. So from some location we may reach more than one new location. On the other hand, a certain location may be reached from several other locations. Here we have a m:n relationship between "location" and "location" itself. Again a ghost category may be of help: A category "move" with an item for every from-to combination, together with two functions, one called "from" and one called "to", both linking "move" to "location".

Now we may draw a schema of the data base in which categories are represented by rectangles and functions by arrows between categories, pointing from the domain category to the range category. We have enhanced the schema described above by adding an extra category "direction" and a function from "move" to "direction". We further introduced functions indicating the location of actors and objects and the ownership of objects by actors.
So a (functional) database contains a (possibly large) set of data items that are uniquely identifiable - no item will occur twice in the database. Many items have connections to other items, according to certain rules. An item may, or may not, be associated to a data object of a certain type. It may be retrieved from the database on account of its data value or because of its connection to other items.

Items are grouped into categories. A category is a set of items of the same type, that is associated with the same type of data object, and with the same pattern of connections to other items. Categories are linked by functions. A function is a set of connections among items. Potentially, all members of a category may be connected to items of a category that has a function link to that category.

More formally:

A data base state may be described by a 3-tuple:

<Obj, V, Link>

Where Obj = a set of indices,
V = a (partial) function: indices -> values
Link = a ternary relation: labels * indices * indices

Each link is characterised (uniquely identifiable) by a label, a 'from' object and a 'to' object.

A data base skeleton according to the functional model is a 5-tuple:

DB = <Ci, Fi, D, R, T>

in which Ci and Fi are sets, indicating respectively: Category indices and function indices,
D and R are the domain function and the range function of the functions, and T is a function that links each category name to a set of possible values, its type. This set may be empty.

∀ y ∈ Fi: D(y) ⊆ Ci AND R(y) ⊆ Ci

Some of the symbols used here and in the following sections are:

∀ for the universal quantifier,
∃ for the existential quantifier,
∈ for the set membership operator,
⊂ for the subset operator,
i for the intersection operator,
u for the union operator,
AND, OR and XOR (= exclusive or) refer to the logical operators of these names.

A data base state in the functional model may be described by a pair of functions:
where c and f correspond to a partitioning of Obj and Link, respectively.

∀ x ∈ Ci: c(x) ∈ Obj
AND ∀ x1 ∈ Ci: ∀ x2 ∈ Ci: x1 ≠ x2 ⇒ c(x1) \n c(x2) = ∅

f(y) is a projection of a selection of Link:

s = { <1, y> | 1 ∈ labels AND y ∈ Fi } is a function

∀ y ∈ Fi:

{ 1 ∈ labels: y = s(1)
AND f(y) = { <i1, i2> | <1, i1, i2> ∈ Link
AND i1 ∈ c(D(y))
AND (i2 ∈ c(R(y)) OR i2 = NIL) }

AND f(y) is a function.

Most applications need more than one data base. First there is the dictionary, or metadata base, that contains a description of the structure of the data base proper. Here we find the categories "category name", "type", "function name", and the functions "function domain", "function range", "category type", together with data about the way these are recorded in the data base.

Our adventure base may further contain, alongside the facts base described above, a rules base where we can find which actions are legal and which are not in a given situation. Many data base systems have such a 'rules base' in one form or another to hold the constraints to be observed by update operations.

And finally there is information about which commands to use for a given operation or which options are available in a given situation. This user manual or 'help' information may also be stored in a separate data base.
2. The ELDORADO System.

Eldorado (Ensemble of Largely-connected Devices for Observation, Removal and Addition of Data Base Objects) is a toolkit for the implementation of functional data bases. It manages data that are structured along the lines described above. For that purpose it offers a system of data structures and operations to be used in application programs or interpreters for DML-languages. Important extra features are ordering of data within a category and the possibility to add extensions to the data that may be retrieved by the system.

In the Eldorado system, the values of the items within a category are ordered. There is a "greater than" / "smaller than" relation between any two values of items from a specific category. The ordering relation is type dependent. So if two values from one category each have equal counterparts in an other category of the same type, they will in both categories have the same ordering relation.

Apart from the typed data object, an item may also have an association to an untyped amount of data, the extension. This extension may be produced as a by-product of retrieval of the item from the data base.

EXT is a function,

\[
\forall k \in \text{c(x)}: \text{EXT}(k) = \text{NIL} \text{ OR EXT}(k) \in \text{EF},
\]

and EF is a set of untyped data.

The extension data may be of any kind: Text or graphics or even program code. Its use will be determined by the application and is of no concern to the DBMS.

The data structures and operations summed up below represent a choice from many possibilities. The considerations that led to this choice are mainly:

1. Do they agree with the way of thinking of the user? Don't they introduce concepts that are unknown to him or force him into an "unnatural" pattern of actions?

2. Are they of a sufficiently general nature? May all foreseeable applications be realised by them?

3. Are they realisable? Are they able to realise all kinds of actions that have to be performed in a reasonably efficient way, with regard to processor time, use of memory and necessary programming effort?

It is difficult, if not impossible, to fully satisfy all these requirements. The choice we made is primarily directed towards generality, and secondarily towards efficiency of execution. For this reason we chose collective operations as much as possible. Retrieve and update operations are performed setwise and not one item at a time.

The first consideration may be satisfied by adding some kind of user interface - an interactive program or an interpreter for some query/DML language that matches the user view of the data.
model. These programs should be constructed as a layer covering the ELDORADO system, using the operations and data structures described here. A proposal for an interactive user interface is given in chapter 5.
3. Temporal data structure

To allow full manipulation of its data, the Eldorado system offers the following structures in addition to the categories and functions from the data base:

- **Atoms**, which are the building blocks of the structures mentioned above. Atoms come in several possible types: **integers**, **reals** or **strings**, which are the types that are also used for the objects in the data base, **booleans**, to be used for expressions that evaluate to true or false, **empty**, denoting objects without a value, and **refs**.

  A ref indicates an item in the data base. Every item will be uniquely identified by a ref. In fact, a category is a collection of refs, even the so-called ghost categories that do not contain any integer, real or string values. int and rl indicate, respectively, integer and real elements. wd elements are strings of some fixed length.

- **Sets**, which may be considered as temporary categories. A set may contain an extract of a specific category, or data to be added to it. A set may be empty or the type of its elements is either int, rl, wd or ref.

  A set may contain refs, in which case it indicates a subset of some category, or it may be composed of integer, real or string values.

- **Tfunctions**, or temporary functions, to be used for extracts or updates of functions, among other things.

  Functions and tfunctions may be considered as sets of pairs of refs that link two sets of items.

- **Tables**, which correspond to the relations of the relational model, to be used for the presentation of data from the data base in a surveyable form.

  A table may be considered as a function that links a set of attribute names to a set of tfunctions. All tfunctions of a table should have the same domain.

Sets, tfunctions and tables are built from atoms or pairs of atoms and can not be used to construct more complex objects recursively. Things like sets of tfunctions or tables that have a complete set as an attribute value are not admitted by the system.
4. DBMS operations.

Now that we have established the basic data structures of our system, we need a number of operations for the conversion of one structure to another, or one type to another or the transformation of certain values into others. In principle there are many possible choices of operation collections, but we want to concentrate on collective operations on categories and functions. So in stead of fetching one element from a category, processing it and then fetching the next one to repeat the processing on, we extract a whole set of candidate elements from the data base before processing them collectively. Addition, removal and retrieval of elements is performed setwise. Updating a function or a category means first building a set of elements to be updated and then do the update operation for the whole set.

Wherever possible, operations will be using refs instead of values of items. Only when, after a number of operations, the user needs the resulting values, they may be determined by a valuation operation.

Operations on atoms:

Type( X) = int
+, -, *, DIV, MOD
=, ≠, <, ≤, >, ≥  int * int -> int

Type( X) = rl
+, -, *, /
=, ≠, <, ≤, >, ≥  rl * rl -> rl

Type( X) = wd
=, ≠, <, ≤, >, ≥  wd * wd -> bool

Type( X) = ref
=, ≠, ≠, ≠, ≠ AtomVal
ref -> x: x ∈ {empty, int, rl, wd}
AtomExt
ref -> ∈ EF

Type( X) = bool
NOT
bool -> bool
AND, OR
bool * bool -> bool

Sets:

CreateSet

type, cat of k -> set of type

Used for the creation of a new empty set in situations where the user needs to build a set by adding element by element. Several other operations also create a new set (e.g. Valuate or CatExtract, see below), although mostly not an empty one.
These are, respectively, the set union, intersection and difference operation.

These operations remove an atom from, c.q. add an atom to the set.

Valuate replaces the refs in a 'set of ref' by the values of the corresponding elements in the database. Categories without data objects, so-called 'ghost' categories, produce an empty set.

In all three cases: x ∈ {int, rl, wd}

These are aggregate functions. They quantify over the whole set.

Categories:

Furnish the smallest, c.q. largest element of a category, e.g. to be used as a lower, c.q. upper limit in the next operation:

CatExtract performs a range query. The atom parameters indicate, respectively, the lower and the upper limit of the elements of the set.

Adds a number of items to a category.

Adds a set of values to a category (to existing items).
CatRemove : cat of x * set of x -> cat of x * set of ref
Removes a set of values from a category and delivers the refs of the associated items.

CatReduce : cat of x * set of ref -> cat of x
Removes a set of items from a category.

New values should be added to a category in two steps: first a number of items should be created and next these items should be given a value. By dropping the second step you may create a set of items within a category that don't have values, e.g. as an extension to a ghost category. The reverse, removal of items, takes as many steps as their addition.

Tfunctions:

CreateTfn : cat of x * cat of x -> tfn
Analogous to CreaSet: The creation of an empty new temporary function that subsequently will be filled element by element (or will be kept empty, if necessary). Creation of tfns may also be done by other means, e.g. by FuncExtract (see below).

Compose : tfn * tfn -> tfn
The composition of two functions can be fairly easily achieved for tfns, as opposed to permanent functions that reside on background storage.

TfnDom, TfnRange : tfn -> set of ref
These operations deliver the domain set or the range set of the tfn, respectively.

TfnAppl : tfn * ref -> ref
Function application for one atom.

TfnInsert : tfn * ref * ref -> tfn
This operation extends the tfn by one element. It will among others be used to build a tfn to be used for addition to a permanent function.

The domain and range of a tfn are sets of ref and thus represent a subset of some category.
Functions:

Apply, InvApp \( \text{set of ref} \times \text{func} \rightarrow \text{set of ref} \)

These are, respectively, the function and the inverse function application.

FuncAdd, FuncRemove \( \text{func} \times \text{tfn} \rightarrow \text{func} \)

These are update operations. The main reason for not imposing the condition that a tfn be a subset of a function is that tfns are used to extend functions (by FuncAdd).

FuncExtract \( \text{func} \times \text{set of ref} \rightarrow \text{tfn} \)

Produces a restriction of the function.

Tables:

CreateTable \( \rightarrow \text{table} \)

Creates a new table after removing the current contents first, if necessary.

AddAttr \( \text{table} \times \text{tfn} \times \text{wd} \rightarrow \text{table} \)

Adds a new column to a table.

Select \( \text{table} \times \text{wd} \times \text{ref} \rightarrow x \)

\( x \in \{\text{empty, int, rl, wd}\} \)

For sets and tfns we further have copy operations that create a duplicate of such a structure (CopySet and CopyTfn, respectively).

The set of operations mentioned here is not minimal: some of these operations may be replaced by a composition of other operations, e.g. \(\text{Apply}(f, x)\) is equivalent to \(\text{Range}(\text{TfnExtract}(f, x))\).

As one application will require more than one database (e.g. an expert system using a dictionary, a facts base, a rules base, and help information), every operation that involves a category or function in fact has one parameter more than the ones mentioned: the relevant data base.

Precise specifications of all operations are shown in the appendix.

There are several kinds of users of a DBMS. First there is the database designer, who uses the system to create a database schema. This person will specify a set of categories and functions for the registration of the data that some institution needs and he or she will prescribe the constraints that the transactions on the DB should observe.

Next we have the applications designer. This person will specify certain queries to be done on the DB. He or she will also design a user interface that allows the end user to perform these queries without entering them explicitly into the system.

The third kind of user is the end user, who has a task to fulfill in the institution for which the database has been created. He or she may be a desk employee in a travel agency who wants to make flight reservations for customers, or some such thing.

The first two kinds of users will have much the same requirements when using a user interface. They need a view of the database schema and they will want to enter data into the system or receive data from the system, often straight from some category or function. The main difference between them is that users of the first kind will work on the dictionary, while the second kind of user will only use the primary DB. The third kind of user will only have to deal with the products of the application designer: Standard screens from which data should be read and into which data should be entered. This user will not be concerned with the structure of the database or the kind of data it contains. Our main interest will be with the first two users.

Now we have a system of data structures and operations to manipulate them. The next thing to do is to create a means for a user to interact with the system. We want to have an interface that allows the user to realise the queries he has in mind on the system he uses. A user operates a computer by means of a keyboard, a mouse or some other input device. The system may respond through a display, using windows for presentation of groups of related data. The user interface will provide the link between the data structures and operations on one side and the input and output devices on the other.

Our main interest will be with the applications designer. Many of the tools he will have to use may easily be transferred to the DB designer.

As windows are often used to present (temporary) data, the obvious thing to do is to map sets, functions and tables to windows. The mouse may be used to indicate windows to be used as an operand and to point at the operations, shown in some menu. Input data may be entered by keyboard.

While "toying around" with the data base the user will perform the actions needed for a query that should play a role in some application. Then it is up to the computer to convert the actions of the user, extended with certain commands, into a regular query statement. The difference between the computer generated statement and the user actions lies with the level of generalisation:
The final statement will contain parameter indications where during the "playing" actual values were entered.

Furthermore the final statement will contain things like the union of some (compound) operation over all elements of a set, where the defining actions were only concerned with one element of that set.

A window is associated with a 5-tuple \( \langle O_r, O_d, C_a, T, S \rangle \), where:
- \( O_r \) is an operator, one from the set of operators mentioned in section 4.
- \( O_d \) is a set of operands, \( O_d \) is windows u parameters
- \( C_a \) is Ci u input
- \( S \) are the contents of the window.
- \( T \) is the type of these contents.

A window will have two faces: On one side there will be data about the window, namely \( O_r, O_d, C_a, T \) and the number of elements. On the other side there will be the contents of the window. Refs will never be displayed, so in this case the contents face will not be presented. There will however be a command to display the evaluation of these Refs.
6. Implementation.

An actual working system etc., to perform the operations described above on a given machine may be created using four layers of software on top of the file system. The operations and types described above constitute the top layer. For their operation they need a dictionary besides the database proper. So, in the second layer from the top we have two DBs, each with their own categories and functions. Below this level we don't have categories and functions anymore, just items containing references, values and extensions. These items are identified by some number, the ref of the item. One level deeper, the items are dissolved into one or two records in different files, and the refs have been replaced by the addresses of these records. The lowest level consists of the file system.

Overview:

level 0: Standard file system.
level 1: records and addresses
level 2: items and refs
level 3: DBbuffer and Dictbuffer
level 4: Eldorado datastructures and operations.

Data and meta data.

The description of the skeleton of the DB, as shown in section 2, will reside in the dictionary, together with the labels and the connection between labels and functions plus the names assigned to the categories and functions. A function or category may have more than one name (synonyms).

The categories of the dictionary are:

- **Function name**
- **Fi:** Function id
- **Label** (Link label of function, viz. section 2)
- **Category name**
- **Ci:** Category id
- **Type**
- **NLabels**

Type indicates a finite set of domains, among which the empty set \( \emptyset \) ( \( \emptyset \in \text{Type} \)).

\[ \forall i \in \text{Ci}: T(\text{i}) \in \text{Type} \]

Type doesn't change during the lifetime of the system. Which types there are and what is the ordering of their elements is determined beforehand.

**NLabels** is an integer category indicating the maximum number of forward or backward references an item from a specific category will have.
The functions are:

- Function name -> Function id
- Function id -> Label
- Category name -> Category id
- D: Function id -> Category id
- R: Function id -> Category id
- T: Category id -> Type
- NF: Category id -> NLLabels
- NB: Category id -> NLLabels

The NF and NB functions are for bookkeeping purposes. They will determine the maximum size of an item from the associated category in the data base.

This meta data base will be accessed every time the system needs information on the structure of the DB. It will be updated for addition or removal of categories and functions. For this purpose the same operations and data structures may be used as for the coresident data bases. However, an authorisation mechanism should be added to prevent unwanted schema modifications.

The meta data base is stored in the same files as the data base it describes. However, in order to limit the mutual interference between file accesses for different data bases, each data base has its own set of buffers for temporary copies of DB records. An application uses as many buffers as it needs data bases. So, a straightforward functional facts base will need two buffer sets: One for the facts and one for the dictionary.

Items and refs.

All categories of an Eldorado data base, and possibly of various data bases, will be stored in the same files. It would be impractical to open a new file every time a new category is going to be accessed. So the files used will not correspond to the categories created. In fact, even the structure of the files used will not mirror the structure of the DB in terms of categories and functions.

At a certain level we are not aware of categories and functions in much the same way as, looking through a microscope, a plant is not seen to consist of leaves and stems, but of (more or less differently shaped) cells. In our case these cells correspond to the items of the data base. An item may have a value of some type and connections to other items. It may be found through its connections, by way of an other item, or it may be accessed on the basis of its value. For this purpose, there will be an index mechanism that, given a certain value from a specified category, allows us to locate the associated item.

So every item will eventually contain at least one of the following: a value and a number of refs of other items, where every ref is associated with a certain label at the item itself. If that would not be the case, the item could never be retrieved.
Files, Records and Addresses.

If we could sufficiently augment the magnification of our microscope, at a certain moment the cells would dissolve into molecules before our eyes. As we have seen, the "cells" of our system, the items, are built from various components. And these components will have their own inner structure. Different components will be stored in different files where each file will contain records of a different type.

First we have the index file. It consists of a tree of trees: a category tree that allows easy access to the different categories and a number of value trees. All trees are B-trees. The value trees are the leaves of the category tree. So if we need a specific value from a specific category, the system first searches for the category in the category tree. There it may find a value tree that possibly contains the value specified and provides us with the associated ref.

Next we have the reference file. Its records will not contain any values, just references. Their structure is:

\(<id, fr, br>\),

where id is the ref of the item itself, 
fr = <nf, fp1>,
with nf = the number of forward (functional) references and 
fp1 = a list of tuples \(<l, fp, lp>\), with \(l\) \& labels, fp indicates the range value associated with the current element for the function concerned, and \(lp\) a reference to an other element from the same category with the same function value.

br = <nb, bp1>,
where nb = the number of backward references,
bp1 = a list of tuples \(<l, bp>\) indicating an item from the inverse function associated with \(l\).

An item may also have an entry in the objects file, where the values and extensions are stored. The elements of this file have the following structure:

\(<id, l, v, ext>\),

where id is the ref of the element, \(l\) the total length (in bytes) of the associated data, \(v = <tp, cont>\) the value, composed of a type identifier (tp) and the representation (cont), which may also be used to locate the element by way of the index file (search argument). ext are free-format data of arbitrary length.

The position of items within the files may change as other items are added or removed and unused filespace is reclaimed. If we want to use their mutual connections we need to keep track of the items as they move. There is a special file for this purpose. It contains the locations of the reference and data parts of all the items:

\(<id, rloc, dloc>\)

and will be updated every time a location is changed. So, if the ref (id) of an item is known, it will always be possible to locate its components (rloc and dloc).

The data in this storage scheme are intentionally made redundant, e.g. by storing the item identification and the lengths of the reference lists with every item. This is done for reasons of reliability and efficiency: If part of the stored data
is damaged, much of it may be retrieved by inspecting the undamaged—part. This redundancy further limits the number of disk accesses needed, especially to the dictionary.

If, for example, the location file had been destroyed, it could be restored by going through the reference and object files, item by item, and noting the locations of the items and the identifications stored at these locations. Furthermore, the addition of a new function to a database that already contains a large number of items, does not force us to change all the items of the domain and range categories, because of added labels, as each item has its own indication of the number of labels. Only those items that play a role in the new function need to be adapted.

The next lower level of the DBMS will be formed by the file system, that keeps a directory of file names and locations.

Temporary data structures.

Sets, tfunctions and tables will not reside on background memory. They will cease to exist when the program that uses them is terminated. These structures are represented in memory by an ordered list of elements, together with some associated data.

A set is characterised by the type of its elements and, if this type is ref, the category that holds them, together with the list of elements itself:

$$S = \langle t, i, \text{cont} \rangle,$$

where $t \in \{\text{empty, int, rl, wd, ref}\}$,

$t = \text{ref} \Rightarrow i \in \text{Ci}$,

cont = NIL OR cont = $\langle v, \text{cont} \rangle$.

A tfunction will have a domain and a range category:

$$\text{TF} = \langle \text{cd, cr, cont} \rangle,$$

with cd $\in \text{Ci}$ AND cr $\in \text{Ci}$,

cont = NIL OR cont = $\langle \text{rd, rr}, \text{cont} \rangle$

AND Type(rd) = Type(rr) = ref.

A table is a list of tfunctions:

$$T = \text{NIL} OR T = \langle \text{a, f}, \text{T} \rangle,$$

with Type(a) = wd AND type(f) = tfn.

More precise specifications of the layers described above may be found in the appendix.
ELDORADO dictionary

Data base files and their structure
Appendix A: Data structures and invariants.

Summary: The basic structures in Eldorado are: Atoms, Sets, Categories, T-functions, Functions, and Tables. Atoms will be of one of the following types: empty, integer, real, string, ref or bool. Sets are either of type integer, real, string or ref, or they are empty. T-functions and functions may be considered as composed of refs, and tables are sets of named temporary functions. The following conditions hold:

A data base state may be described by a 3-tuple:

\[ \langle \text{Obj}, \text{V}, \text{Link} \rangle \]

Where \( \text{Obj} \) = a set of indices
\( \text{V} \) = a (partial) function: indices -> values
\( \text{Link} \) = a ternary relation: labels * indices * indices

A data base skeleton according to the functional model is a 5-tuple:

\[ \text{DB} = \langle \text{Ci}, \text{Fi}, \text{D}, \text{R}, \text{T} \rangle \]

in which \( \text{Ci} \) and \( \text{Fi} \) are sets, indicating respectively: Category indices and function indices.
\( \text{D} \) and \( \text{R} \) are the domain function and the range function of the functions and \( \text{T} \) is a function that links each category name to a set of possible values, its type. This set may be empty.

\[ \forall y \in \text{Fi}: \text{D}(y) \in \text{Ci} \text{ AND } \text{R}(y) \in \text{Ci} \]

A data base state in the functional model may be described by a pair of functions:

\[ \langle c, f \rangle, \]

where \( c \) and \( f \) correspond to a partitioning of \( \text{Obj} \) and \( \text{Link} \), respectively.

\[ \forall x \in \text{Ci}: c(x) \subseteq \text{Obj} \]
\[ \text{AND } \forall x1 \in \text{Ci}: \forall x2 \in \text{Ci}: x1 \neq x2 \Rightarrow c(x1) \cap c(x2) = \emptyset \]

\( f(y) \) is a projection of a selection of \( \text{Link} \):
\( s = \{ <l, y> | l \in \text{labels} \text{ AND } y \in \text{Fi} \} \) is a function
\( \forall y \in \text{Fi}: \)
\[ \} l \in \text{labels}: y = s(l) \]
\[ \text{AND } f(y) = \{ <i1, i2> | <l, l1, i2> \in \text{Link} \]
\[ \text{AND } i1 \in c(D(y)) \]
\[ \text{AND } (i2 \in c(R(y)) \text{ OR } i2 = \text{NIL}) \} \]
\[ \text{AND } f(y) \text{ is a function.} \]
\( \psi \times \sigma \): 

\( \psi \) is a function: \( \forall e \in \sigma(\psi(x): V(e) \in T(x) \)

And \( K = \{ v | v = V(e) \} \):

\( \forall k1 \in K: k1 = \max(K) \) OR \( \exists k2 \in K: k2 = \text{succ}(k1) \)

\( \forall k1 \in K: k1 = \min(K) \) OR \( \exists k2 \in K: k2 = \text{pred}(k1) \)

\( \forall k \in K, k \neq \min(K): \text{succ}(\text{pred}(k)) = k \)

\( \forall k \in K, k \neq \max(K): \text{pred}(\text{succ}(k)) = k. \)

Definition:

\( x > y := x = \text{succ}(y) \) OR (\( \exists z: z > y \) AND \( x = \text{succ}(z) \)).

Now, within the Eldorado system, the following holds:

\( \exists y1, y2: \)

(\( \exists x1, x2 \in \sigma(C1): y1 \in \sigma(C2) \) AND \( y2 \in \sigma(C2) \)

AND \( x1 = y1 \) AND \( x2 = y2 \)

AND \( x2 > x1) \)

\( => y2 > y1. \)

The \( '<' \) relation may be defined analogously:

\( x < y := x = \text{pred}(y) \) OR (\( \exists z: z < y \) AND \( x = \text{pred}(z) \)).

\( \text{EXT} \) is a function,

with \( \forall k \in \sigma(x): \text{EXT}(k) = \text{NIL} \) OR \( \text{EXT}(k) \in \text{EF} \),

and \( \text{EF} \) is a set of untyped data.

Temporary data structures:

\( \text{Atom}(X) \Rightarrow \text{Type}(X) \in \{\text{empty, bool, int, rl, wd, ref}\} \)

\( \text{Type}(X) = \text{ref} \Rightarrow \exists i \in \sigma: X \in \sigma(i) \)

\( \text{Set}(X) \Rightarrow (\exists y \in \{\text{empty, int, rl, wd, ref}\}: \text{Type}(X) = \text{set of } y) \)

All elements of a set have the same type.

(\( \text{Type}(X) = \text{set of } \text{ref} \) \( \Rightarrow \exists i \in \sigma: X \in \sigma(i) \)

\( \text{Category}(X) \Rightarrow (\exists y \in \{\text{empty, int, rl, wd}\}: \text{Type}(X) = \text{cat of } y) \)

\( \text{Tfunction}(X) \Rightarrow \text{Type}(X) = \text{tfn} \)

Of course, the following expression must hold:

\( \text{Type}(X) = \text{tfn} \Rightarrow \exists i \in \sigma: \text{TfnDom}(X) \in \sigma(i) \)

\( \text{AND} \exists j \in \sigma: \text{TfnRange}(X) \in \sigma(j) \)

\( \text{Function}(X) \Rightarrow \text{Type}(X) = \text{func} \)

\( \text{Table}(X) \Rightarrow \text{Type}(X) = \text{table} \)

All columns of a table should have the same domain, that is:

\( \forall T, \text{Type}(T) = \text{Table}:

\exists i \in \sigma: \)

\( \exists S \in \sigma(i): \)

\( (\forall <w, f> \in T: \text{TfnDom}(f) = S) \)
Storage structure.

The form in which the type mentioned are stored may be defined as follows, using the notation A.B as an indication of element B from tuple A:

Data base: DB = <index, references, objects>

index = {<cat, v, id> | id ∈ c(cat) AND v = V(id) AND Type(v) ≠ empty}

references = {<id, fr, br> | id ∈ c(i)}
fr = <nf, fpl>
Type(nf) = int
fpl = {<l, frefs> | 0 ≤ l < nf}
frefs = <fp, lp>
Type(fp) = Type(lp) = ref
lp indicates an other item from the same category that has the same fp value for the same label l.
br = <nb, bpl>
bpl = {<l, bp> | 0 ≤ l < nb}
Type(bp) = ref
bp is a backward pointer indicating an element that has a forward pointer to the current item.

objects =
{<id, length, v, ext> | id ∈ c(i) AND v = V(id) AND Type(v) ≠ empty}
Type(length) = int
length indicates the total length (in bytes) of the data (v and ext)
(length = Length(Type(v)) + Length(ext))
v = <tp, cont>
Tp S {empty, int, rl, wd}
cont is the representation of a value of the type indicated
ext is a byte string of arbitrary length.

Set: S = <t, cat, cont>
t ∈ c(cat) S C1
cont = NIL OR cont = <v, cont>
t = empty <=⇒ S.cont = NIL
(cont ≠ NIL AND cont.cont ≠ NIL) => cont.v < cont.cont.v

Tfunction: TF = <cd, cr, cont>
cd ∈ C1
cr ∈ C1
cont = NIL OR cont = <p, cont>
p = <rd, rr>
Type(rd) = Type(rr) = ref
(cont ≠ NIL AND cont.cont ≠ NIL)
=> cont.p.rd < cont.cont.p.rd
Table: $T = \text{NIL} \text{ OR } T = \langle a, .. >$

$a = \langle \text{name}, f \rangle$

Type(name) = wd

Type(f) = tfn

$(T \neq \text{NIL} \text{ AND } T.T \neq \text{NIL}) \Rightarrow T.a.name < T.T.a.name$

This definition only describes the implementation of the various structures. It is not used in the definition of the operations below.
Appendix B: Formal specification of Eldorado operations.

CreateSet(x, Cat, S)

Input parameters:  
x: datatype  
Cat: cat of x

Input/output parameters:  
S: set of x

Preconditions:  
x $\notin$ { empty, int, rl, wd, ref }  
x = ref $\Rightarrow$ Cat $\neq$ NIL

Postconditions:  
S = {}

SetAdd(S1, S2)

Input parameters:  
S2: set of x

Input/output parameters:  
S1: set of x

Preconditions:  
Type(S1) = set of ref $\Rightarrow$ } i $\in$ Cat: S1 $\cap$ c(i) AND S2 $\cap$ c(i)  
S0 = S1

Postconditions:  
S1 = S0 $\cup$ S2

SetRetain(S1, S2)

Input parameters:  
S2: set of x

Input/output parameters:  
S1: set of x

Preconditions:  
Type(S1) = set of ref $\Rightarrow$ } i $\in$ Cat: S1 $\cap$ c(i) AND S2 $\cap$ c(i)  
S0 = S1

Postconditions:  
S1 = S0 $\cap$ S2

SetRemove(S1, S2)

Input parameters:  
S2: set of x

Input/output parameters:  
S1: set of x

Preconditions:  
Type(S1) = set of ref $\Rightarrow$ } i $\in$ Cat: S1 $\cap$ c(i) AND S2 $\cap$ c(i)  
S0 = S1

Postconditions:  
S1 = S0 \ S2
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SetExtract(S, v)

Input/output parameters: \( S: \text{set of } x \)
Output parameters: \( v: x \)

Preconditions: \( S_0 = S \)
Postconditions: 

\[ v = \min(S_0) \]
\[ S = S_0 \setminus \{v\} \]

Insert(S, v)

Input parameters: \( v: x \)
Input/output parameters: \( S: \text{set of } x \)

Preconditions: 

\[ x \neq \text{ref} \]
\[ S_0 = S \]
Postconditions: 

\[ \text{Type}(v) \neq \text{empty} \iff S = S_0 \cup \{v\} \]

Valuate(S1, S2)

Input parameters: \( S_2: \text{set of ref} \)
Output parameters: \( S_1: \text{set of } x \)

Preconditions: 

Postconditions: 

\[ S_1 = \{ v | \exists e_1 \in S_2 : v = V(e_1) \text{ AND Type}(v) \neq \text{empty} \} \]

CopySet(S1, S2)

Input parameters: \( S_2: \text{set of } x \)
Output parameters: \( S_1: \text{set of } x \)

Preconditions: 

Postconditions: 

\[ S_1 = S_2 \]
CatMin$(v, \text{Cat})$

Input parameters: \text{Cat: cat of x}

Output parameters: \text{v: x}

Preconditions: \text{x \# ref}

Postconditions:
\[ v = \min\{ y | \text{el \in \text{c(Cat)} AND y = V(\text{el})} \} \]

CatMax$(v, \text{Cat})$

Input parameters: \text{Cat: cat of x}

Output parameters: \text{v: x}

Preconditions: \text{x \# ref}

Postconditions:
\[ v = \max\{ y | \text{el \in \text{c(Cat)} AND y = V(\text{el})} \} \]

CatExtract$(S, \text{Cat}, v1, v2)$

Input parameters: \text{Cat: cat of x}

Output parameters: \text{v1, v2: x}

Preconditions: \text{S: set of ref}

Postconditions:
\[ S = \{ \text{el \in \text{c(Cat)}| v1 \leq V(\text{el}) \leq v2} \} \]

CatExpand$(\text{Cat}, n, S)$

Input parameters: \text{n: integer}

Input/output parameters: \text{Cat: cat of x}

Output parameters: \text{S: set of ref}

Preconditions:
\[ \text{So = c(Cat)} \]
\[ \text{Sn = \{ r | \forall \text{i \in Ci: r \notin c(i) } \} \}
\#\text{Sn = n} \]

Postconditions:
\[ \text{c(Cat) = So u Sn} \]
CatAdd(Cat, S1, S2)
Input parameters: S1: set of ref
S2: set of x
Input/output parameters: Cat: cat of x
Preconditions:
S1 c c(Cat)
x # ref
Postconditions:
\forall x \in S2: \exists e_1 \in S1: x = V(e_1)

CatRemove(Cat, S1, S2)
Input parameters: S1: set of x
Input/output parameters: Cat: cat of x
Output parameters: S2: set of ref
Preconditions:
x # ref
SO = { e_1 \in S1: e_1 \in c(Cat) AND V(e_1) \in S1 }
Postconditions:
S1 \notin \{ v| \exists e_1 \in c(Cat): v = V(e_1) \}
S2 = SO

CatReduce(Cat, S)
Input parameters: S: set of ref
Input/output parameters: Cat: cat of x
Preconditions:
S c c(Cat)
\forall e_1 \in S: \text{Type}(V(e_1)) = \text{empty}
AND NOT ( \exists i \in \text{Fi}: <e_1, y> \in f(i) \ OR <x, e_1> \in f(i))
Postconditions:
S \notin c(Cat)

Create(C1, C2, TF)
Input parameters: C1, C2: cat of x
Input/output parameters: TF
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
TF = {}
TfnDom(F, S)
Input parameters: F: tfn
Output parameters: S: set of ref
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
S = \{ x | <x, y> \in F \}

TfnRange(F, S)
Input parameters: F: tfn
Output parameters: S: set of ref
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
S = \{ y | <x, y> \in F \}

Compose(F1, F2)
Input parameters: F2: tfn
Input/output parameters: F1: tfn
Preconditions:
\{ i \in C1 : TfnRange(F2)_c c(i) AND TfnDom(F1)_c c(i) \}
F0 = F1
Postconditions:
F1 = \{ <x, y> | \exists \{ <x, z> \in F0 AND <z, y> \in F2 \}
OR y = NIL \}

TfnAppl(F, e11, e12)
Input parameters: F: tfn
e11: ref
Output parameters: e12: ref
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
\{ e11, e12 \in F OR e12 = NIL \}
TfnInsert\( F, e_{11}, e_{12} \) 

**Input parameters:** e_{11}, e_{12}: ref 

**Input/output parameters:** F:tfn 

**Preconditions:** 
\[ \begin{align*} 
& i \in C_i: e_{11} \in c(i) \text{ AND } \text{TfnDom}(F) \subseteq c(i) \\
& j \in C_i: e_{12} \in c(j) \text{ AND } \text{TfnRange}(F) \subseteq c(j) \\
& F_0 = F \setminus \{ <e_{11}, e_{1r}> | e_{1r} \in \text{TfnRange}(F) \} 
\end{align*} \] 

**Postconditions:** 
\[ F = F_0 \cup \{ <e_{11}, e_{12}> \} \] 

CopyTfn\( F_1, F_2 \) 

**Input parameters:** F_2: tfn 

**Output parameters:** F_1: tfn 

**Preconditions:** 

**Postconditions:** 
\[ F_1 = F_2 \] 

Apply\( S_1, F, S_2 \) 

**Input parameters:** 
\[ F: \text{func} \]
\[ S_2: \text{set of ref} \] 

**Output parameters:** 
\[ S_1: \text{set of ref} \] 

**Preconditions:** 

**Postconditions:** 
\[ S_1 = \{ y | <x, y> \in F \text{ AND } x \in S_2 \} \] 

InvAppl\( S_1, F, S_2 \) 

**Input parameters:** 
\[ F: \text{func} \]
\[ S_2: \text{set of ref} \] 

**Output parameters:** 
\[ S_1: \text{set of ref} \] 

**Preconditions:** 

**Postconditions:** 
\[ S_1 = \{ x | <x, y> \in F \text{ AND } y \in S_2 \} \]
**FuncAdd(F, TF)**

**Input parameters:**
TF: tfn

**Input/output parameters:**
F: func

**Preconditions:**
- \( \text{TfDom}(TF) \subseteq c(D(F)) \)
- \( \text{TfRange}(TF) \subseteq c(A(F)) \)
- \( F_0 = F \setminus \{ \langle x, y \rangle \mid \langle x, y \rangle \in F \times T \text{fDom}(TF) \} \)

**Postconditions:**
- \( F = F_0 \cup TF \)

**FuncRemove(F, S)**

**Input parameters:**
S: set of ref

**Input/output parameters:**
F: func

**Preconditions:**
- \( S \subseteq c(D(F)) \)
- \( F_0 = F \)

**Postconditions:**
- \( F = \{ \langle x, y \rangle \mid \langle x, y \rangle \in F \text{ AND NOT } (x \in S) \} \)

**FuncExtract(TF, F, S)**

**Input parameters:**
F: func
S: set of ref

**Output parameters:**
TF: tfn

**Preconditions:**

**Postconditions:**
- \( TF = \{ \langle x, y \rangle \mid x \in S \times F \} \)

**CreateTable(T)**

**Input/output parameters:**
T: table

**Preconditions:**

**Postconditions:**
- \( T = \{ \} \)
AddAttr(T, TF, w)

Input parameters: TF: tfn
w: wd

Input/output parameters: T: table

Preconditions:
\[ \forall <x, f> \in T: \text{TfnDom}(f) = \text{TfnDom}(TF) \]
\[ \forall <wt, f> \in T: \text{wt} \neq w \]

Postconditions:
\[ T = T \cup \{<w, TF>\} \]

Select(v, T, w, r)

Input parameters: T: table
w: wd
r: ref

Output parameters: v: x

Preconditions:

Postconditions:
\[ x \in \{\text{empty, int, rl, wd}\} \]
\[ (\exists f: \exists e1: <w, f> \in T \land <r, e1> \in f \Rightarrow v = V(e1)) \]
\[ \text{XOR } x = \text{empty} \]

AtomVal(r, v)

Input parameters: r: ref

Output parameters: v: x

Preconditions:

Postconditions:
\[ x = \text{empty} \lor (v = V(r) \land x \in \{\text{int, rl, wd}\}) \]

AtomExt(r, e)

Input parameters: r: ref

Output parameters: e: 'ext

Preconditions:

Postconditions:
\[ e = \text{NIL} \lor e = \text{EF} \]
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